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LIQUID-DISPENSING APPARATUS. 
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Application ?led-‘March 9, 1910. Serial No. 548,153. 

To all whom it may concern : 
Be it known that 1, WILLIAM EDWIN 

Brnn, a citizen of the United States of. 
America, and a resident of Jersey _City, 
New Jersey, have invented certain new and 
useful Improvements in Liquid-Dispensing 
Apparatus, the principles of which are set 
forth in the following speci?cation ‘and 
accompanying drawing, which disclose the 
form of the invention which I now con 
sider to be the best of the various forms in 
which the principles of the invention may 
be embodied. . 

This invention relates to improvements 
upon apparatus for dispensing liquid, such 
for example, as liquid soap for the toilet; 
and more particularly such apparatus of the 
type wherein the liquid is discharged posi 
tively under pressure'as distinguished from 
gravity discharge. 
The object of the invention is to produce 

important improvements upon such appa 
ratus heretofore proposed for such purposes, 
whereby the liquid is prevented from being‘ 
discharged under pressure so abruptly as to 
cause a wasteful spattering action, and 
whereby the discharge passages shall be kept 
substantially free from the liquid after the 
successive discharge operations. 
The invention consists of the improve 

ments hereinafter described and claimed in 
the speci?cation and shown in the drawings. 
The drawings disclose the forms of the 

invention whichI consider to be the best 
present forms of the various possible em 
bodiments of the invention. I 
The three ?gures of the drawings show 

three arrangements in which the invention 
may be embodied, each ?gure being a 'ver 
tical section of an operatively complete de 
vice, and showing normal condition ready 
for useful operation. It is believed that an 
ordinary skilled mechanic can make and use 
the apparatus from the drawings and de 
scription herein. - 
The essential novel operation of the ap 

paratus is substantially the same in all three 
?gures, but it will be described, for sim 
plicity, with reference to Figure 1, of which 
R is a reservoir for the liquid to ,bedispensed 
and composed of suitable material, such as 
glass or metal, and having a top ?lling‘ open 
ing and cover F. From reservoir R the 

liquid passes through inlet-passage A to 
the cylindrical charging chamber or piston 
C, to ?ll the space therein around the rod D 
between the cylindrical piston-valves P and 
V. ' From chamber C the liquid passes to 
chamber B, upon the operation of valve V 
therein; and from chamber B, the'liquid 
passes to discharge passage 0. In reverse 
operation, liquid which has not been dis 
charged but which is left in passage 0 and 
chamber ‘B, is drawn back into piston 
chamber C, in readiness for the next dis 
charge operation. A 
In normal condition the chamber C is 

?lled with liquid, chamber B and passage '0 
being free of liquid. This liquid in chamber 
C is forced into delivery chamber B by the 
forward movement of cylindrical piston P, 
said movement of liquid being permitted by 
the simultaneous movement of piston V 
which thereby leaves a space in chamber B 
to receive the liquid from G. In this opera 
tion, piston P acts also as a valve to close 
inlet A. Also piston V acts as a valve to 
open the inlet opening to outlet passage 0. -. 
Thereafter, the movement of piston P in 
chamber C also forces the liquid out, under 
pressure, through passage 0 by way of 
chamber B. ' 

The back stroke of pistons P and V re- ' 
sults as follows: First, a tendency to suction 
back of piston P causes the undischarged 
liquid to be drawn back into chamber G. 
Then valve V closes its inlet to passage 0 
and shuts. off chamber C from chamber B, 
thus doubly checking ?ow of liquid from 
C to 0 until the next discharging operation. 
As is shown, the cylindrically-hollow 

valve-chamber B contains valve V. Piston 
V has a diameter materially less than piston 
P. The result of this construction is that 
when piston V moves forward to provide a 
space in B to receive liquid from C, liquid 
from chamber C is discharged from B and 
ejected from 0, under the pressure of ‘pis 
ton P. Although a de?nite quantity of‘ 
liquid is discharged-under the piston pres 
sure each time the apparatus is operated, 
the chamber C is not a measure of the 
charge, as will be described. 
The moving parts (in all the ?gures) re 

ciprocate in, and the valve vchambers C, B 
are located in, a cylindrical casing‘ L on 
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which is mounted a support W for reservoir 
R. Piston P preferably‘ has a close work 
ing ?t in cylinder .L, and so has piston-valve 
V in its engagement with the inside wall of 
chamber B where the valve action is effected. 

' The end of cylinder L is provided with a > 
screw cap K through which the operating 
rod G extends. Also,'_passage O enters B 
through'the lateral wall of delivery chamber 
B, and valve V‘ acts (in addition to shutting 
o?" the chambers B and C from each other), 
to open 0 to B on its forward stroke, and 
on its return, to close 0 from B, as an ad— 
ditional check against leakage from C to O. 

' The operation. may be by any suitable 
means, such as rod G with operating end 
orhandle H, and spring S which auto-mati 
cally effects the back-stroke of P and V. Op 
erating end H may be operated manually, 
or by the ?oat of the common ?ush tank in 

_ the case where the apparatus may be stocked 
with a disinfecting ?uid. 

If desired, the apparatus can be supported 
by a wall bracket, such as J. With this ar 
rangement of bracket-support J, and oper 
ating button H, the user’s hand under 0 and 
receiving the soap therefrom, may be used 
to operate handle H to force the liquid from 
the outlet of passage 0. , . 
Where chamber B is closed at end E, a 

small air passage or relief opening I may 
be provided, to facilitate the reciprocation 
of valve V\ in chamber'B, especially 'When 

" the valve has a tight working ?t'with the 
35 

- desired relief. 
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wall of the chamber. This relief opening 
need have no special form and may be effec 
tive if it be simply a looseness between the 
parts of the structure which will permit the 

The return spring may be located around 
operating rod G ‘and bear between cap K 
and button H, or, as at Q, ,(Fig. 2) it may 
be located in a hollow of cylinder L ex 
tended to form a part of, or to adjoin 
bracket J. In this case the right-hand end 

_ of spring Q bears against a member T, 
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which is independent'of delivery chamber 
B, and valve V may extend through-B to 
normally abut T, as shown (Fig. 2) so that 
in operation, spring Q will be compressed 
by the left-hand movement of member vT 
and the parts will be returned to normal 
position entirely by spring Q, or by springs 
Q and S acting together to effect the re— 
turn. In cases where button H and dis 
charge 0 are arranged as in Fig. 2, both 
hands of the user maybe employed, one to 

1 operate button H, and the other to receive 
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the charge of liquid soap from the outlet 0. 
.A vertical arrangement of movable parts, 

can be employed, as shown in Fig. 3. Here 
chamber B, and the entrance to passage 0 
from chamber B, are located above cham 
ber This arrangement permits the more 
convenient use of a single hand for both 
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operating the apparatus and receiving the 
soap; this being due to the vertical arrange-_ 
ment of parts P, D,.V and the opening 
downward of passage~tube 0, whereby the 
operating movement of button H is such 
that the operating hand approaches di 
rectly toward the outlet ori?ce of tube 0. 
Having now described generally the con 

struction and mode of operation, I will de 
scribe in detail the speci?c novel operation 
and construction of all three disclosed em 
bodiments of the invention, with particular 
reference to Fig. 1, as before, for conven 
ience;"first noting that, irrespective of and 
in addition to the advantageous operations 
to be described, the construction itself is 
simple, consists of a minimum number of 
parts, and is easy to manufacture and to 
maintain in operative condition. . 

Outlet passage 0 is normally free and is 
kept normally free, of liquid. The construc 
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tion is such as to permit the liquid discharge _ 
by the preferable operation of the user’s 
hand, and not by a spring, so that the ‘func 
tion of the spring S is to tend to hold and 
to normally hold V in position to close the 
inlet to passage 0 and diametrically, com 
pletely ?ll that part of chamber B which is 
adjacent to C, thereby normally insuring 
against liquid draining from G into 0 by way 
of B, after‘ the parts have been returned to 
their normal condition after a discharge op 
eration. As will be described in detail, pas 
sage O, after a discharge operation, is posi 
tively and promptly freed of the column of 
liquid remaining in it, by means of the suc 
tion action which results from the return 
stroke of the piston P caused by the opera 
tion of the spring. Thus, the normal‘ condi 
tion is that outlet passage 0 is free of liquid 
and. is insured against any normal draining 
of liquid into or out of it. That is, no liquid 
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is permitted to remain in O, as the result of H 
a discharge operation, whence it would 
thereafter slowly drain out and be wasted 
or else remain in part and cause more or less 
stoppage, or both. Also, at no'time is liquid’ 
permitted normally to drool into 0 from 
piston chamber C. ‘Liquid is contained nor 
mally only in chamb'er'C and reservoir R. 
Thedesirability of this continued, ‘clean con-_ 
dition of passage 0, explains the preference, 4 
in embodiments of this invention, of having 
the discharging operation cccurbefore the 
immediately-subsequent recharging opera 
tion, instead of having these two immedi 
ately successive operations occur in the re 
verse order. In, operating and‘ constructing 

have chamber C normally ?lledwith. liquid, 

the discharge to the user’sxhand, and then 
immediately to have the spring restore the 
‘parts t9 their normal condition. . 

As piston P moves in the direction to pro 
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this" invention, therefore, it is preferred to I , 
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to have the operation by the :userv result in -' - 
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' duce a forcible discharge from the outlet of 
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passage 0, it closes communication with the 
reservoir, which may be effected in any suit 
able manner, as by closing inlet A, as shown. 
Meanwhile, piston'V has been moved for 
ward to be in readiness to commence its ac 
tion of‘ opening outlet 0 at the proper time. 
Outlet 0 is opened not later than the reser 
voir-communication has been closed, because 
chamber B is smaller than chamber C, and 
the space between the pistons is air-tight, so 
that the apparatus could not be operated in 
accordance with the invention, if there were 
no arrangement which permitted of the dis 
position or utilization of the liquid which‘ 
occupies the space between the two pistons 
during the timev in which that space isbe-v 
coming smaller as the pistons advance, the 
pistons being kept a constant distance apart 
by means of rod D.‘ As soon as piston V 

liquid which has now been moved by piston 
P into chamber B against piston V, begins ' 
to enter the inlet to 0. But, as chamber B 
is of less diameter than chamber C, and as 
rod D maintains a uniform space between 
the two pistons, the effective volume of the 
space between the pistons is progressively ~r 
diminishing as they advance; and also as 
the diameter of outlet 0 is less than that of 
chamber B, the result is that the liquid is 
forced by the action of piston P to enter 0' 
positively under pressure, whether the inlet 
passage 0 is below the liquid level in cham 
ber C, as in Figs. 1 and 2, or above said 
liquid level as in Fig. 3. Moreover, passage 
0 is su?iciently constricted throughout its 
length (being shown to have the same diam 
eter throughout its length) to cause the 
liquid to be forcibly discharged from it un~ 
der substantially thesame pressure as that 
onthe liquid which enters it. On account 
of this forcible discharge from outlet 0, and 
because this is the delivery outlet lying di~ . 
rectly adjacent to the hand of the user, means 
are provided to prevent such an abrupt dis 
charge as to cause a spattering of the liquid 
against the user’s hands which would tend 
to splash the liquid and waste it. This 
means is as follows: Piston V, as described 
above, completely ?lls chamber B diametri 
cally, and therefore prevents liquid from en- ' 
tering that chamber save as space is provided 
therein by the forward movement of said 
piston V. Thus pistonv V prevents the 
liquid‘ from reservoir R from completely ?ll- _ 
ing the‘entire chamber'B, in addition to C, 
which, if permitted, would result in permit 

‘ ting piston P to cause a too abrupt discharge 
60 from the bottom or outlet opening of pas 

sage O. The-result of this ‘construction is 
\ that, although the liquid is forced ‘from O 
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under pressure of P, yet as soon as piston V 
begins to open 0, (when the opening to pas-' 
sage-O is very small although rapidlyin 

creasing in size), the movement of V serves 
to prevent too rapid a movement of liquid 
into and through passage 0, ?rst because V 
completes the opening of 0 very rapidly as - 1 
piston P continues to press the liquid for- 
ward, and second, (and of great impor 

‘ tance) , the forward movement of V results in 

l 

‘increasing very rapidly the effective liquid 
capacitv of chamber B. That is, as the top 
or inlet opening to O is being rapidly opened 
by the forward movement of V, the effective 
liquid capacity of B (and therefore, of B' 
and O) is being increased by that portion 
of the volume of B which is measured by its 
entire diameter, in one direction, and in the 
other direction, by the entire diameter of 
the inlet-opening into passage 0. In effect, 
therefore, during the progressive action of 
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the complete‘ opening of the inlet to passage~ 
0, its capacity is very greatly added to by 
the effective increase in capacity of cham 

.85 

ber B; and this increase is notonly progress _ 
sive and simultaneous with the action of V 
‘in opening passage 0,’ but also with the ac 
tion ‘of P in forcing liquid into passage 0. 
Also, in Fig. 1 speci?cally, where the left 
hand‘, end of piston V moves in its :forward 

- stroke beyond the right-hand side of the in 
let to passage 0, the effective capacity of 
chamber B to the left of piston V continues 
to increase even after passage 0 has been 
completely opened. If no such relief were 
provided, piston P would force the liquid 
very violently through the very small open 
ing into passage 0 which exists when the 
latter is ?rst opened by V, and this violent 
action would continue as the opening to 0 
increased (although to a less degree), on ac 
count ~ of the great disparity between ‘the 
‘diameters of P and 0. There is thus here 
provided a partial counter-action, consist 
ing of the increase of capacity of B, which 
acts as a‘ relief against too great effective 
pressure by piston P which would result 
otherwise from the great disparity between 
the diameters of C and O; the net result be 
ing that said otherwise abrupt action of 
piston P is tempered, modi?ed or‘ compen 
sated, and the liquid (althoughgalways posi-i 
tively forced through and out of the bottom 
or outlet opening of passage 0, as the result 
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of the larger diameter of passage C relative . 
to B and of B relative to O), is caused to be 
more gently forced out of O on to the hand 
of the user than would be the case if the en 
tire liquid charge in chamber C were. d1s 
charged during the forward stroke of piston 
.P. This gradual forcing action ‘of the 

1 liquid is, of, course, assisted by the preferred 
operation of causingthe discharging opera 
tion- to be effected by the hand of the user 
on vH, instead of'by a quick-acting spring. 

- Thus the total net result-ant operation at the 
bottom or outlet opening of passage 0 is a 
compromise between a drool and a spatter, 
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' which >might result _ in . drawing 
through 0 before all the liquid vin B had - 

' been sucked back into C. Thus the body of 

K 
which consists of- a 
charge during the 
pistons. 
‘At the end of the forwardv stroke of the 

gentle but forcible dis 

two pistons, that part of the liquid soap 
.which remains undischarged under the pres 
sure of the piston P, exists instantaneously‘ 
as a viscous body which ?lls passage 0 and 
also‘ the space between the constantly-sepa 
rated pistons. Immediately upon the release 
of handle H by the user, the spring S starts 
to restore .the parts to; their normal .posi 
tions, and the commencement of the return 

' stroke of piston P starts a tendency to cre 
ate a vacuum in chamber C which results 
in thevsucking of said undischarged liquid 
body in B and 'O,.back into chamber C, 
where it is added to by more liquid from 
reservoir R, in readiness for the‘ next‘dis 
charging operation. I 
In detail, the return-stroke action is. as 

follows: When the two pistons are at the end ' 
of their forward strokes, (the spaces between 
them and in passage 0 being ?lled with said 
undischarged b°ody of liquid), said space 
between the pistons is air-tight save for the 
bottom or outlet opening of passage '0 be 
low the column of liquid soap' remaining in 
that passage. As soon as the spring begins 
to move piston P back, there is a powerful, 
tendency to create a vacuum in chamber C 
due to the greater-relative diameter‘ of‘cham 
berC and piston P, and due also to the con 
stant spacing between the two’ pistons, and 
also to the alr-tight condition of that space. 
The result of this is to pull back into cham 
ber C the viscous body of liquid in chamber 
B‘ and passage 0; .' . ' . y 

‘In embodiments like Fi . 1, where the ‘for 
ward stroke carries the lei-hand end of pis 
ton V beyond‘ the right hand side of the 
opening to passage 0, the suction" at the be-' 

> _ ginning of the return-stroke acts on part of 
the liquid which remainsin B to the right 
of O as well as on the rest of the remaining - 

. _ . liquid which lies in B to_the left ofthat'and 
also'in the liquid colunm in passage 0; and 

> the back-stroke of piston V‘ compensates for 
and' ?lls the space in B which has just re- . 
vious'ly' been occupied by a' correspon i'ng 
volume of the undischarged liquid, sothat 
no partial vacuum‘can be established ‘in B 

- undischarged liquidv is kept in one‘ coherent 
. mass and all of said liquid is sucked entirely 
back into piston-chamber C. '_ This action re; ' 

‘ 'sults also in preventing, the back-stroke of 
piston V from forcing any liquid out from - 
passage 0 (and prevents any discharge by. 
gravity) additional to the'de'?nite charge 
which was forced out by the forward stroke 
ofietonP. - ._ _" 

s 1 soon as piston V. starts to close pas 

orward stroke of the 

air in ' 
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sage O and progressively decreases the ef 
fective opening to O, the disparity between 
the diameters of piston~chamber C and O 
is greatly increased, with the result that the 
suction on the remaining liquid column in 
O is greatly increased. , 
At whatever‘ time, (relative to the begin 

.ning of the closing_of the inlet to passage 
0), in any case or in various embodiments 
of the invention, the actual suction of the 
liquid column from 0 .may commence (as 
distinguished from the liquidin B to the 
right of O in Fig. 1), the suction is'e?’ec-l 
tive on the undischarged body of liquid in 
B and O as a whole, as ‘soon as piston P 
begins ‘its return stroke. And in any em 
bodiment, as soon as‘ V starts to close 0, 
that part which remains as a viscous liquid 
column in O, of the entire body 'of'undis 
charged liouid, is necessarily sucked back 
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into chamber B, and, together with the . 
liquid remaining also in B, is sucked back 
into piston-chamber 0; piston V acting, at 
all times during its return stroke, to cause 
its volume. to compensate for the, liquid 
sucked back‘ into piston-chamber C, with 
just the right degree of‘compensation, but 
not to such extent as to stop the effective 
continuation of the suction action." Thus 
piston V, in neither its forward nor back 
ward strokes, functions to actually -posi-' 
tively force the liquid; for in its forward 
stroke it merely permits the forcing of the 
liquid by P, although since V ?lls chamber ' 
B diametrically, it acts negatively as a re 
lief means to prevent such forcing by P 
from being too abrupt; and in the back 
ward stroke of piston V, it permits the 
sucking of the liquid by piston P, although 
since 1t ?lls chamber B diametrically, it 
acts positively to give effect to such suction 
bv decreasing the effective‘ .capacity of 
chamber B ata ,lessrate than the‘ simulta 
neous increase of capacity of chamber C. 
In each case (the forward and the back 

ward strokes of piston V),- the action of this 
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piston V is essentially directed to control - 
the movement of liquid in passage ‘0, in one 
direction or the other; and in each such case 
lts effect isdue to therfact that its diameter, 
and that of chamber'B in which it has av 
;_working ?t, is less than that of- chamber 0 
and piston P, so that on the forward stroke 
of plston'. V, it reduces, thevvolume (and 
therefore, the- rate ‘of flow in the‘ given 

115 

time) ‘of .the liquid forcedthrough and out. - - 
of passage 0; and on its backward stroke. 
said piston V'is the means which ‘directly 
causes the net result ‘of a‘ sucking back of 
the undischarged liquid which remains not. 
only in passage 0, but also in chamber 3. 

125 

The‘de?m'te quantityof liquid which 
forcibly discharged at each operation is not 
measured'by- the volume of the spacebetween 

. the two-pistons at the when them. 139 
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ervoir-communication is cut 0115; but it is 
measured by that volume reduced by the vol~ 

_ ume of the body of liquid in B and O which 
remains undischarged at the end of the for 
ward stroke, that is, the liquid, which re 
mains in passage 0 and in the space between 

i the two pistons. 
The principal advantages of the invention, 

' additional to the practical requirements that 
10 

15 

20 

25 

a. de?nite amount of liquid be discharged at 
each operation and that that discharge shall 
be positive and under pressure, and not de 
pendent on gravity, are ?rst—that.although 
each dischargeis Jforced out under pressure, 
the discharge is not so abrupt as to cause 
wasteful spattering; and second—that after 
the discharge, and by the return-stroke, the 
undischarged liquid which has been forced 
out of the piston’chamber on the way to the 
outlet of the discharge passage, is positively 
sucked back into the piston-chamber in readi 
ness for ,the next discharge, and for the 
purpose of preventing normal drooling from 
the. outlet passage and of keeping ' it free 
from the viscous liquid, as well as insuring 
that the next discharge shall be of the same 
de?nite quantity as the preceding one.‘ 7 

I am aware of the patents to Hoffman et 
' al. No. 889,306, to Morrill Nos. 743,093 ‘and 
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835.162. and to Helmold et al, No. 804.468, 
but none of these discloses the construction 
which I claim: and I am also aware of the . 
patent to Morrill No. 911,834 (Reissue No. 
13,898) but that also lacks any disclosure of 
the construction here claimed. I believe that 
I am the‘ ?rst to produce a liquid-dispensing 
construction, as speci?ed- in the appended 
claim, wherein are employed two. pistons 
and the construction and arrangement are 
such that at each forward stroke. there is de- ' 
livered tothe user, under piston pressure, a 

, de?nite proportion of the liquid which‘ lies 

45 

between the two' pistons at the commence 
ment of such stroke; and wherein the con 
struction and arrangement are‘ such that 

_ - upon the return-stroke, the liquid which has 
been forced from the space between the pis 

jso 

tons but which has not been delivered to the 
user, is__ returned to that space, under. piston 
suction. _ . > ‘ > - 

Iclaim:—‘ '- _ , 

.Ir a, liquid-‘dispensing apparatus of the 

B 

pressure-discharging type, the combination 
with a casing formed with two communicat 
ing differently-diametered chambers and 
with a means of communication between the 
larger one of said chambers and a liquid res~ 
ervoir: of a reciprocable piston having a 
working ?t in said larger diametered cham 
ber and constructed and arranged to control 
said reservoir-communication, and normally 
located to open said communication; said 
casing being also formed with an outlet-, 
passage through vthe lateral wall of the 
smaller-diametered chamber, the outlet 
opening of which passage is the delivery 
outlet of the apparatus; and a. second pis 
ton, having a working ?t in said second 
and smaller chamber, and constructed and 
arranged to normally close the lateral open 
ing to said outlet-passage; said casing and 
small piston being constructed and arranged 
to permit the forward movement of said 
smaller piston in its action of opening said 
lateral outlet-passage, but to prevent the 
passage of liquid at any time to that por 
tion of the smaller chamber which is beyond 
said'smaller piston; means for initially mov 
ing the two pistonsand thereby closing the 
reservoir-communication and opening the 
outlet-passage, said means including a spac 
ing device located between the two pistons; 
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and a spring constructed and arranged to ‘ 
automatically effect the return-stroke of said 
pistons; said casing andv pistons being con 
structed and arranged to cause the spacebe 
tween the two pistons to be air-tight, save 

85 

for the liquid inlet and outlet; all whereby, ’ 
at each initial stroke of the pistons, a de? 
nite proportion of the liquid which lies be- 
tween the two pistons at the commencement 
of said initial stroke is forced out of said 

- delivery passage, to the user by the pressure 
of said larger piston; and whereby, at each 
return vstroke, the liquid, which just pre 
viously has been forced from between‘said 
pistons into said delivery passage, but not 
forced out of thatpassage, is withdrawn 

95 

into t " space betweenthe two pistons by the , 
suctio of said larger piston. 

WILL 
‘Witnesses: ' _ 

PHILIP Fmswon'm, _, 
_ WM." J .'. Foams, Jr. 
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